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Abstract6

An analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the most common types of gears in7

practice, technical requirements and technological capabilities in their design and manufacture8

at the present stage of development shows that developments in the field of creating gears9

with unconventional tooth profiles are relevant. The technical solution proposed in the article10

refers to cylindrical gears of external and internal gearing, the shape of the teeth of the wheels11

of which is formed as the envelope of the original contour of the rack, and the number of teeth12

are assigned depending on the purpose of the mechanism, the required gear ratio and the13

diametric dimensions. Such mechanisms are used in various branches of mechanical14

engineering in the form of gear wheels of gearboxes, winches, planetary and wave gears, and15

also as working bodies of pumps, hydraulic motors, compressors and internal combustion16

engines with straight and helical teeth.17

18

Index terms— cycloidal gearing, gear, harmonic profile, involute gearing, main circle, number of teeth, rack,19
running-in, tooth profile.20

1 Introduction21

ears as one of the main structural elements of various mechanisms and machines are known since ancient times,22
and gearing theory is one of the fundamental applied branches of physical and mathematical science and general23
engineering. The modern stage of the development of the theory and practice of gearing, based on the use of24
innovative computer technologies and three-dimensional modeling, allows us to solve new problems, including25
the development of non-traditional types of gears with optimized geometrical parameters of the teeth. To date,26
three main types of cylindrical gears of external and internal gearing, differing in the profile of the teeth and the27
technology of their manufacture, have received wide industrial application [1][2][3]:28

-Involute; -Cycloidal (including pinworms); -With circular teeth (Novikov gearing).29
Among the variety of gear mechanisms from a technological point of view, it is possible to distinguish involute30

and cycloidal gears, the face profile of the wheels of which is formed by the method of running-in the tool rack31
around the main circle.32

Profiling from the rack is the most common and universal way to build a profile of the teeth, and in the case33
of a displacement of the rack relative to the main circumference, this allows you to correct the shape of the teeth,34
achieving optimal gearing for various operating conditions.35

Wheels with an involute tooth profile -the most common in mechanical engineering -have significant36
technological and operational advantages compared to other types of gears [2]: a simple tool for cutting teeth;37
a constant position of the general normal to the profiles of the mating teeth, which reduces dynamic loads;38
insensitivity to a small change in center distance. At present, involute gearing is the basis for the development39
of the majority of transmission devices for mechanisms and machines of all industries and agriculture, and the40
theory is most fully developed in relation to this type of gearing [1].41

The classical involute tooth profile of mechanical gear wheels and working bodies of volumetric pumps is42
formed as the envelope of the initial contour of the gear rack, which is an isosceles trapezoid with an angle of 20°43
and is generally displaced relative to the generating straight and main circle [2]. Currently, the vast majority of44
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cylindrical gears for various purposes have a profile of the side faces of the teeth, built on the basis of standard or45
partially modified involute engagement. . At the same time, despite the large number of positive operational and46
technological qualities of involute tooth profiles, one of their significant drawbacks is the tendency to undercuts47
and self-intersections with small numbers of gear teeth (as is known, for an involute profile without displacement48
z min = 17, Fig. ??), which reduces the efficiency and scope of involute gears, increases their weight and size49
and cost indicators, and also limits the ability to design the working bodies of rotary machines. In addition,50
the convex contact of the surfaces in the case of external gearing of the wheels increases the contact stress and51
reduces the bearing capacity of the transmission.52
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Global Journal of Researches in Engineering (A ) Volume Xx X Issue I Version I Fig. ??: The influence of54
the number of teeth on the shape of the profile of an involute tooth Wheels with a cycloidal tooth profile are55
characterized by a smooth contour, the possibility of gearing with a minimum number of teeth (including single56
and double gears) without the risk of trimming the profile and creating gears of internal gearing of the wheels57
with the number of teeth differing by one (which is used in planetary gearboxes and rotary hydraulic working58
bodies machines, compressors and ICE). The cycloidal profile has the widest range of tooth shape changes, which59
allows the development of mechanical gears with almost any necessary combination of tooth numbers and the60
curvature of the mating wheels. When using cycloidal gearing, it becomes possible to create low-tooth profiles61
of the same sign of curvature (round, oval, triangular with curved faces), which is required for the development62
of highly efficient rotary machines. The initial cycloidal profile related to the outer or inner element of the gear63
pair is formed from a shortened hypo-and epicycloid; their equidistant as well as the envelope of a cycloidal rack64
[4].65

An extracentroid profile formed from a shortened cycloidal curve (when the producing point is not located on66
a rolling circle) is most widely used in mechanical engineering.67

An equidistant profile, which is characterized by a smooth contour and a continuous change in the position of68
the contact point on the mating surfaces of the stator and rotor (a combination of sliding and rolling), has found69
widespread application in working bodies of single-screw pumps and hydraulic motors (Fig. 2).70

According to the ratio of the number of teeth (lobes), cycloidal mechanisms are distinguished with arbitrary71
numbers of teeth of the wheels and with the numbers of teeth differing by one Option â?”?z 1 -z 2 â?”?= 1 for72
internal gearing is used in two cases: 1) in planetary gearboxes, which ensures maximum gear ratio and load73
distribution at the same time over several pairs of mating gear teeth; 2) in the working bodies of rotary volumetric74
machines in order to form isolated working chambers, hermetically separated from the entrance and exit.75

According to the arrangement of profiles with internal gearing, the number of teeth of which differ by one,76
schemes can be applied in which a wheel with a smaller number of teeth is an internal or external element.77

The choice of one of these schemes for a given initial profile (epi-or hypo) is determined by the design78
requirements of the designed machine and depends on the method of constructing the conjugate profile (as79
an internal or external envelope) and the ratio of the radii of the initial circles (centroid) of the initial and80
conjugate profiles.81

An option when a larger number of teeth falls on the stator profile is characteristic of the working bodies screw82
pumps (kinematic ratio 1:2) and hydraulic motors (3:4 ... 9:10) with equidistant engagement (Fig. 2), while the83
option where the stator has one less number of teeth than the inside its rotor belongs to the well-known schemes84
of internal combustion engines and compressors with eccentric non-equidistant gearing and a kinematic ratio of85
3:2 and 2:1 (Fig. ??).86

The relative movements of the conjugate cycloidal tooth profiles distinguish between mechanisms: with variable87
touch conditions (when the contact point moves along both the original and the conjugate profile), with partially88
variable contact conditions along only one of the profiles (for example, along the stator), while the mating profile89
is engaged at one constant point.90

Variable contact conditions of the profiles are characteristic for the engagement of equidistant cycloidal91
mechanisms (when both rolling speeds along the conjugate profiles are not equal to zero). The constant contact92
conditions of one of the profiles relate to the case of engagement of profiles formed directly from hypo-or epicycloids93
without equidistant procedures.94

Provided that one of the profiles is constantly touched, it is possible to create a local seal assembly (moving95
at the profile point of the inner element) or fixed (at the profile point of the outer element), depending on the96
mechanism scheme, respectively, on the surface of the rotor or stator.97

Examples of cycloidal mechanisms with constant conditions of contact of one of the profiles (Fig. ??) are the98
Wankel engine and rotary compressor (constant contact of the tips of the protrusions of the teeth of the rotor),99
as well as a gas engine with constant contact of the tips of the protrusions of the teeth of the three-lobe stator.100

The cycloidal tooth profile has been widely used in the oil and gas industry in the development of singlescrew101
hydraulic machines with an elastic stator lining (pumps for oil production and downhole hydraulic motors for102
drilling wells), the working body of which is a screw gerotor mechanism with internal equidistant cycloidal gearing103
(Fig. 2).104

For multi-lobe screw gerotor mechanisms (z 2 ? 2), the conjugated end profiles of the helical surfaces of the105
stator and rotor are formed by the method of rolling in a cycloidal rack, the initial contour of which was proposed106
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at the Perm branch of the All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Drilling Techniques [5]. In the general case,107
for a given contour diameter of the gerotor mechanism, the shape of the cycloidal profile is determined by a108
combination of five dimensionless geometric parameters (gear ratio, gearing coefficients (epi or hypo), eccentricity,109
tooth shape, and rack displacement), which complicates the manufacturing technology (due to the need to perform110
equidistant procedures for the contour of the rack) and the choice of the optimal shape of the profiles described111
by complex mathematical expressions, depending on the combination of the five above dimensionless parameters.112

External cycloidal gearing can be used in mechanical gears and working bodies of pumps and compressors,113
since it allows to obtain a large gear ratio in one stage due to the absence of restrictions on the number of114
teeth up to before using a single-tooth gear (the cross-section of which is a circle with a displaced center as115
in the classical and tested Moineau pump scheme, Fig. 2a), which was used by Russian engineers (Tomsk116
University) in eccentric-cycloidal gearing [6]. Cycloidal gearing in various oil field mechanisms (cylindrical gears117
of draw works and mud pumps, top drive systems of drilling rigs and sucker-rod pumps, beam pumping units;118
rack and pinion lifts; planetary gears) can provide the following operational advantages in the future: reduced119
number the teeth of the driving gear (z = 1÷6) and, as a result, the minimum weight and size indicators and120
increased gear ratios; preferential rolling of profiles in the vicinity of the pole with slight slip; rational conjugation121
conditions (convexconcave contact in many phases of engagement); high efficiency; reduced vibration; improved122
technological capabilities in the manufacture and hardening of wheels. Calculations show the real possibility of123
creating a cycloidal planetary gearbox with a gear ratio of i = 6÷16 (Fig. ??) [7], which significantly exceeds the124
capabilities of a similar scheme with traditional gearing (involute or Novikov gearing) and gives a new impetus to125
the development of highly efficient gear turbodrills and borehole pumps for oil production. An interesting feature126
of the presented scheme of the cycloidal planetary gearbox is also the fact that the number of teeth of all wheels127
is simultaneously a multiple of 2 and 3. Great prospects for improving involute and cycloidal transmissions open128
when modifying their nominal end profiles. There are various schemes for modifying external and internal gearing129
associated with high-altitude and longitudinal teeth correction, transition to an asymmetric profile shape [2,4,8],130
which allows to improve the characteristics of a rotary machine, as well as increase the load capacity, efficiency131
and durability of mechanical transmission. For cycloidal working bodies of down hole hydraulic motors with132
the execution of the teeth of one of the wheels (stator) of elastic material, the modification of gearing can be133
carried out proceeding from the conditions of rational redistribution of elastomer deformation and reduction of134
mechanical losses in the pole tooth zone due to the effect of a hydrodynamic wedge.135

Among the unconventional types of gears that have appeared recently in the technical literature and patent136
fund, innovative wheel designs can be noted: 1) with a non-involute tooth profile, the curvature of which varies137
according to a certain law depending on the slip in the mate [9]; 2) with a radius profile of the teeth, consisting138
of tangent arcs of the circumferences of the heads and legs with their centers on the pitch circle [10]; 3) with139
an engagement line made in the form of a lemniscate ??11]. The inventors of these inventions substantiate the140
technical and technological advantages of their geometry in comparison with the involute profile and indicate the141
areas of possible use of gears.142

This article proposes a new alternative type of gearing ??12], characterized in that the initial contour of the143
rack is made in the form of a harmonic curve (sinusoid or cosine wave), displaced in general relative to the144
producing straight line, and the end profile of the gear teeth is formed as an envelope families of harmonic curves145
when they are run in the main circle of a certain radius, selected depending on the required number of teeth of146
the wheel. At the same time, the number of wheel teeth can take on any value, starting from one, which creates147
the premise of expanding the kinematic capabilities of the gear mechanism and obtaining a high ratio in one148
stage.149

The main difference and advantage of the harmonic curve over the cycloid is its smoothness, which does not150
require the execution of equidistance procedures and makes it possible to use the harmonic itself directly as151
the initial loop contour, rolled around the main circle of radius rz. Thus, when the end profile is formed from152
a harmonic rack, similar to the case of involute gearing, a transition is made from a three-stage scheme (rack153
-equidistant of the rack -offset equidistant) to a two-stage scheme (rack -the offset rack), in which the initial154
contour of the rack I coincides with the original circuit II (Fig. ??).155

3 Fig. 5: The initial position of the rack during the formation156

of a harmonic profile157

The coordinates of the initial contour of the harmonic rack relative to the generating line (tool axes ? ? ? ? )158
can be represented in the form:x p = x o + ?x y p = y o ,(1)159

where x o , y ? are the initial coordinates of the harmonic I symmetrically located relative to the generating160
line; ?x is the displacement of the initial rack contour relative to the generating line.161

If we use the cosine wave as a harmonic (Fig. ??), thenx o = -uAcos? y ? = r? , (2)162
where ? is the angular parameter varying from 0 to 2?; r is the radius of the unit circle; A -harmonic amplitude163

equal to half the height rack; u is a profile type coefficient: u = 1 when forming an epigarmonic profile (from164
a positive cosine, when the protrusion of the rack is directed from the center of the main circle), u = -1 when165
forming a hypogarmonic profile (from a negative cosine, when the protrusion of the rack is directed to the center166
main circle, Fig. ??).167
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In Fig. ?? shows the current positions of the rods during the formation of epi-and hypogarmonic profiles using168
the positive and negative cosine waves, respectively. The difference between the families of these curves from169
the point of view of the initial position of the staff consists in the location of the point corresponding to the170
maximum diameter of the profile: in the case of the formation of a hypogarmonic profile, this point (a, Fig. ??)171
is located on the ? ? axis at the beginning of the angular pitch of the staff (? = 0), while during the formation172
of the epigarmonic profile, a similar point will be located in the middle of the angular step (? = ?).173

In the current position, when running along the main circle, the generating line and the rail connected with it174
are rotated through the angle ? ? . Since running without slip, the family of curves of the rack is described by175
the following parametric equations:X = (x ? + rz)cos? ? -(y ? -rz? ? )sin? ? Y = (x ? + rz)sin? ? + (y ? -rz?176
? )cos? ?.177

()3178
The harmonic gear profile is the inner envelope of the family of run-in racks (Fig. ??). To go from (3) to the179

envelope equation it is necessary to establish the relationship between ? and ? ? . Her can be obtained through180
general geometric constructions, given that the normal to the envelope passes through the pole -the point of181
contact of the generating line and the main circle.182

4 a b183

Fig. ??: The scheme of formation of one branch of a harmonic profile (? ? = 2?/z) according to the method of184
running-in a rack (z = 3):185

a -epigarmonic; b -hypogarmonic A distinctive feature of a closed harmonic profile is the independence of its186
shape from the pattern of formation: epi-and hypogarmonic profiles are identical (phase-shifted by an angle ?/z).187
Therefore, in contrast to the cycloidal one, such a profile can be called the general term ”harmonic”, without188
specifying from which curve (sine or cosine) the rail is formed and without adding an epi-or hypo prefix.189

The average diameter D a of the harmonic profile (in the pitch circle of the teeth) does not depend on the190
harmonic amplitude, and the height of the teeth h -from the rack offset:D a = 2(rz + Î?”x). (4) h = 2A.191

(5)192
The shape of the harmonic end profiles of a pair of gears engaged in meshing (the initial one is index 1 and the193

conjugate one is index 2) is completely determined by a combination of three dimensionless geometric parameters:194
-gear ratio i = z 2 : z 1 ; -harmonic shape coefficient ? ? = ? / r ; -displacement coefficient of the original rack195

contour ? ? = ?x / r. The choice of the numerical values of these dimensionless geometric parameters depends196
on the type and required characteristics of the gear pair.197

Gears with a harmonious tooth profile (Fig. ??, 8) can be used in various mechanisms of external and internal198
gearing with parallel axes. Fig. ??: Gear with nominal harmonic profile (z = 8; ? ? = 2; ? ? = 0) Fig. ??:199
Gear with a shifted harmonic profile (z = 6; ? ? = 1,5; ? ? = -0,5) and drawing the main and dividing circles200

In the general case, when the initial harmonic profile of the wheel is selected by the z 1 tooth (the construction201
scheme of which is shown in Figs. ?? and 6), the conjugate profile of the second wheel is formed as the envelope202
of the initial profile during the running-in of the initial circles of the wheels, the ratio of the radii of which203
corresponds to gear ratio z 2 /z 1 .204

In practice, when constructing a mating profile, you can use the simplified method in which the mating profile205
is performed similarly to the initial one by the method of running from the general contour of the rack [4]. In206
relation to the proposed gearing, this means that when the profiles of the mating wheels are formed, the harmonic207
shape remains unchanged (? 1 =? 2 =?), and only the magnitude of the rack shift (?? 1 ; ?? 2 ) changes ??12].208

As an example in Fig. ?? shows an embodiment of a gear pair of external harmonic gearing without bias with209
a ratio of 7:25 in the characteristic gearing phase corresponding to the contact of the tooth protrusion of the210
driving gear with the tooth cavity of the driven wheel. Fig. ??: Gearing of wheels with a harmonic profile (? ?211
= 2; ? ? = 0) When designing gears with a harmonic profile, the shape of their teeth can vary widely depending212
on the combination between the dimensional parameters (r; A; ?x) or dimensionless coefficients (? ? ; ? ? ),213
which will ensure the best gearing performance (with geometric, kinematic and power points of view), including214
by choosing the optimal curvature and relative sliding of the profiles for various gear ratios of the mechanism.215

Thus, by changing the relationship between dimensionless profile coefficients, it is possible to give the tooth a216
different shape (from smooth to pointed at the top) depending on the purpose and gearing pattern (mechanical217
transmission or working parts of the hydraulic machine), a given characteristic and operating conditions of the218
mechanism.219

An engagement with a harmonic tooth profile formed by the method of rolling in a rack accumulates the220
positive properties of similar involute and cycloidal gears (Fig. ??0) and has the following advantages:221

? compared to cycloidal gearing, it is possible, as in the case of involute gearing, to use the original rack222
contour identical to both profiles in the design and 1 2 3223
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manufacture of mating gears of external gearing. This is due to the fact that the initial harmonic curve I (Fig.224
??) in the interval from 0 to 2? is located symmetrically with respect to the longitudinal axis yp and has the225
same curvature of its vertices; therefore, the teeth of the rack are characterized by the identical shape of their226
protrusions and depressions. In the case of external cycloidal engagement, the wheel profiles are represented by227
conjugated hypo-and epicycloidal curves (Fig. ??), the profiling of which is carried out from the corresponding228
initial contours;229

? compared to involute gearing, it is possible, due to smoothness, lack of transition curves and less tendency230
to undercuts and sharpenings of the sinusoidal curve, to develop wheel profiles with a minimum number of teeth,231
up to the limit modifications of single and double tooth designs in the form of a cam and a guitar. This opens232
up new kinematic, constructive and technological possibilities when creating gear transmission mechanisms and233
working bodies of hydraulic machines with external and internal gearing, including a decrease in their overall234
dimensions.235

In addition to mechanisms with cylindrical wheels, a harmonic end profile of teeth can also be used in the236
development of bevel and worm gears.237

The technical result of the proposed type of gearing is to increase the efficiency and flexibility of the process238
of designing and manufacturing gears (including on modern gear-processing equipment), which in the long run239
creates real prerequisites for further expanding the scope and improving mechanical gears and volumetric rotary240
machines in various branches of technology.241
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